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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55401 

December 20, 1971 

Regulatory 

Dr. Peter A. Morris, Director 
Division of Reactor Licensing 
United States Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Morris: 

Attached is a copy of a letter which was hand delivered on 
Friday, December 17, 1971, to Mr. Merritt having to do with 
our release of low-level radioactive water from our Monticello 
Plant. I thought you would be interested in this and I have 
no objection to your giving the attached letter distribution 
within your organization, if you feel it beneficial.  

I would like to take this opportunity to wish you and your 
staff a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. I

Sincerely,

D. F. McElroy 
Executive Vice President

DFM/lj

Attachment
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY .  

~. ~ ~ ~,. ,, . :'.MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 55401 

rr(~''xr ~Decemlber 17,17 
RegulatorY I*~ 

Mr Grant J Merritt, Executive Diirector _ 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency '.  
717 Delaware Street SE 
Minneapolis,. Minnesota 55440 

K ,bear Mr"-Mer"itt 

Following is a description of the genera] sequence of eventsthat led to' 
the discharge of waste water from the radioactive portions of the Monticello 
reactor.. It is necessarily somewhat simplified in an effort to be communicative about the essential facts. Obviously, I must rely on highly techni 
cal information furnished me by others, but to the best of my information 
and belief, it is accurate.  

The specific questions raised by the PCA staff are listed as an attachment 
These questions were received orally over the phone and I hope they have'' been accurately stated. In essence, they ask the. pr imary questions of: 

1) What causes this particular discharge? 

2) What has been done and what can be. done to prevent or minimize 
the activity levels of this particular discharge? 

3) What are the details (activity level, time of discharge, 
etc) of this particular discharge? 

Not asked but "of equal importance, is the question whether future discharges 
will occur.,: An attempt will be made to answer both the stated and unstated 

Theplant was shut down on November 12 to perform maintenance on several 
pieces of equipment. It was shut down at this time in anticipation of the coming winter season when electric demands upon the NSP system are high and 
it is therefore important to have the capacity of the Monticello Plant available.  
This plant supplies approximately 15% of the total generating capacity of the NSP system., It'is therefore important to have this plant fully operational ir' 
time for the winter season.  

Sspreiouslydiscussed with the PCA staff, one of those maintenance functions 
required removal of baffles from the "torus." This is the large doughnut
shaped container 'at the base of .the reactor. Please see the attached schematic 

W- diagram. The function of the torus is to hold a very large quantity of water 

I, 
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pproxi y 500,000 gallons--as a heat sink to condense steam nto ter 
:The torus water, because of its contact with reactor steam, picks up over, 
,a period of time small amounts of radioactivity.  

To work jon the baffles in this large container first required that the 
water contained thcrein be removed. 'It is very clean water--water that has 

'been extensively treated to remove impurities such as minerals, chemicals, etc.. As- such, this water has economical value to the operation of the total, 
reactor system and is carefully husbanded. If this high quality water is 
wasted by discharge into the river or any other means, it eventually must 
be replaced with additional water which must be subjected to the salile exten

se and expensive cleanup process. The point is that from the narrow parameter of economics alone, quite apart.from regulatory requirement or questions of public health, it is in the best interest of economical plant operation to preserve, conserve, use and reuse such water to the greatest extent possible.  
As a general operating principle, such high quality water is discharged from the plant only as a matter of last resort when there are no feasible alternatives.  

ith thi general statement mind, examine the current situation. Te torus 
must be emptied. Approximately 500,000 gallons of water must be dealt with, 
water with an activity level so low it approximates public health standards 
for drinking water as it comes directly from the torus. When the.plant.was 
shut down on Noveiiber 12, virtually every available bit of storage capacity was used to hold this water as it was pumped from the torus. The large portion 
(approximately 250,000 gallots) was and is yet stored in the steam condenser.  itself. . At risk of seeming to be overly simplistic, the steam condenser is a large shell which ordinarily contains steam from the reactor while the steam:., is being cooled from vapor to water form. Because the plant was not operating, 
the condenser could be used for this purpose. The 250,000' gallons weigh 
1,750,000 pounds. The water stored in the condenser in no way comes in contact..  with river water. That stillleft approximately 250,000 gallons to be stored.  
Using other tanks, in-plant storage was found for all except 42,000 gallons.  
Of this amount, 10,000 gallons eventually were discharged to the river on 
Friday, November 19.  

There is on the fourth floor of the reactor building a large pool of water-somewhat like a swimming pool in configuration, though deeper. This pool will 
be used in the future (probably next April) to store spent fuel elements under 
water after they have been removed ifrom the reactor for examination.or while 
'awaiting shipment to a reprocessing facility. Since the plant is yet operating 

its initial fuel loading, no spent elements had ever been in the fuel pool.  
The water and pool therefore were not contaminated by fuel storage. In an 
effort to respond to staff concern about. the November 19 discharge and, in 
fact, to reduce discharge activity levels to the lowest possible level, approx
iniately 32,000 gallons of the fuel pool water was pumped from this pool into 
the sample tank and thence to the river over a four-day. period, November' 21-24..  
Data on the activity levels of these releases were widely publicized at that 
time. , Fuel pool levels were restored with the balance of torus water. The 
pool was, and is now essentially full.  

............................................
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The important fact to remember is that following emptying of the tus which involved an extraordinarily large volue Of water, virtualy all 
storage space currently available with in th lant a rused. la 

yIt then became necessar'to remove the baffles, i e; to put men inside the torus. .The, interior walls of tilteee opt e niete 'Trs. hes rirsultedlinwas te orus were flushed with waterto clean it.  Tin ecessarily resulted in waste water with a low level of activity. The 'men prformi ng this flu shing 'operation, as well as those late'r removing the,'7 baffles and 'doing other maintenance work in hot areas, wea lthingmohich 
must bed laundered in the plant facilities. Constant samplesof water are met for anal'sis.in the plant laboratory. Every time a pieceof equip ment elsewhere in the plant was opened, even as minor as a single pipe opening, waste water resulted. The installation of certain sensing devices recommesded by the A to Prevent recurrence of the unplanned release of' *1' Juy14, resulted in waste Water. 'All of these activi tie eutdi a'di tional waste water carefully collected. 'v' e r 

1 oftis water is circulated several times through the various water -cleanup systemns to remove minerals (and wi th it, radioactivity) to bring: i t up to reactor grade water so that it ma b stord iorcteusey Ma in g ie whlemoeexenie urnth ht y 'e stored for reuse. Maintenance-, ::" 'whie moe exensie' during the shUt-dolvi period, is an ongoing function a 
gties. lowever, the present liaintenance activitiesall produce unusually tlarge amounts Of waste water'. All of this water is being extensively' treated 4to the. Maxia extent pssible. However the sheer volume makes it difficult lnto move the water thros uticleanup systems. [very possible bit of inpa s tged sace Was utilized to store this additional water. Someof it was pumped into the d fuel Iool The condensate storage tanks, were filled.  'toera gen. spa eas led wh ic cannot continue to be used.once the plant is in 

1.o operation.' For example,' there is .a tank called a Surge talik wt aaiy of approximately 30,000 gallons. tsa n c tled a te ati ithia iscto 
provide a.place :to store for limited times surges or pulses in the' flow of water in the condensate system,. Thime ugso ussi h lwo atr ping thico ste essen.t is is not uncommon. Every home Water system has piping which serves essentially this same function. Even this surge tank is now full. virtually all of the total storage capacity of the plant.has been uhe without regardto its design intent to store water during this period when th e ' p lan t is shu t dow n .' 

'" ' " ' 4 aintenance work currently nderway must conti nue. 'aste water is contin,uing to be prod~ced'at the rate of aoproxiiuately .2,000 gall Ions' per working d ay This work must be continued if the ant is to be' returned to line operation: 4 
44adequate,",freeboard.(ro 

for adiinlstorage) inthe plant' 
44 To provide adequate 

'freo ro(om aoddiinli an c to provide storage capacity for the continuing transfer of water through urification systems, it is necessary to release twko batches totaling approximately 15,000 gallons at the present time. To make tis release from te stored water of the lowest activity levels,rtwater wa-upd asaofrom 
wa 

'ump' 

day ag 

"444 44 '. 44 
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'"the fuel storage pool into a tank which is part of the floor drain syste m.  IThs tank connects via a pipinj system with the discharge canal. Samples *were taken from this tank on December 13 for analysis. One set of samples was picked up by a staff member' of the MHC on December 13. -Another set was analyzed by the plant laboratory. ,The results of both analyses have been in 'possession of the MHD/PCA since December 14. They are in agreeentland we presume there is no question about the numbers. A copy of the NSP analysis is attached for reference. Analysis was performed both for a gross betagamma count'and for individual isotopic identification. It is this'water " 'now in the sample tank consisting of approximately 10,000 gallons of the isotopic content and activity level stated in the analysis which We' intended to release as the first of two discharges.  

At this point in the narrative, and at risk of redundancy, several questions' "might'be -answered: 
'' 

) Does the water now in the sample tank have the lowest activity levels of any stored in the plant? Answer: No. Water in the ;fuel pool is constantly circulated through the cleanup system for that facility. Thus, its activity level is lower than the water; in the sample tank by several orders of maCnitude. The obvious question is why not release this water rather than that which is now in the sample tank.  

To release the fuelpool water obviously requires that it transported via pipes from the pool to the sample tank for release to the river. It is certain this very low-level water will pick up" activity while being transported from the pool to the sample tank.  Unknown and undeterminable in advance is the question~of just how much activity will be picked up. I am informed that there is at least a chance the activity of fuel pool water will be higher than that now in the isample tank by the time it reaches the tank. Even 00 if it is not higher, the best that can be expected is that it will e virtually the same activity level as the water now in the sample tank. ' ' 
' 

In the effort to be most responsive to your concern, we are going to transport the fuel pool hater to the sample tank using pathways which will give the greatest opportunity to preserve the present high quality of the fuel pool water. It must be borne in mind that once this is done, and if higher activity levels result, it will not be possible to again exchange the water. Every time the water is transported, activity is added.  

TA V I
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2) Is there additional storage capacity in the planttotdefer 
release? Answer: There is capacity to store additional water 
but this capacity should not be used for two reasons: First, 
there u always be some room available in the event of unfore
seen contingencies which require fast accessibility to storage.: 
How much room must be reserved is a matter of operating judgnignt 
which cannot be negotiated or delegated. We attempt to operate 
the plant in all ways in a conservative fashion. Even in the 
present condition, our operating personnel feel that sound oper
ating prudence has been compromised. This cannot continue.  

Second,' to continue to store the 15,000 gallons to e dis
charged is no solution as the discharge must eventually occur 
when,100% of storage capacity is reached. That will be in a 
few days at the present rate of maintenance activities.  

3) Is ithere anything more that canl be done to this water to reduce activity levels? Answer: Probably not. The only possibi lity is to again recirculate the water through the deminer
alization facilities. The ater has already been circulated 
through those facilities. The demineralization facilities 
work on a principle much akin to a water softener. Resins take 
out the minerals and certain other cheniical contaminrants and 
thus reduce the activity. The resins (like zeolite in a 
softener) become less and less efficient each time water passes, 
through them.  

The reduction in efficiency. is exponential. While the 
resins are periodically changed, in our judgment even changing 
the resins and recirculating the water again will have little 
further effect as virtually all impurities have been removed 
already. The laboratory analysis.did or can provide supporting 
data Additionally, there is the probability previously dis
cussed (which can only be raised and not quantified) that by recirculating this water through the piping system to run it 
through the demireralizers may even increase its activity 
level from: activity picked up in 'the piping.  

4) What is the effect of unavailability of the circulating 
water pumps? Answer: If neither circulating water pump were 
,available,'controlled releaseswould be' limited to that dilution which could be achieved with other available pumps such as the 
service water arid makeup pumps. The radwaste water that would accrue during pump aintenance period would, in all probability 
have to be stored in tankage provided for, such contingencies.  There must be a prudent level of freebeard for such circumstances, 
and operating practices hich 'permit Undue accumulation of rad
waste water must be avoided thrcugh proper controlled releases.:,, 

1'2L_ J
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We intend to use one of the two circulating pumps to 
dilute the discharge. We cannot use both puips because 
icing occurs at the intake -structure which would ordinarily 
be prevented, when the plant is operating, by returning 
warmed hater from the condenser through the intake. Use 
ofone pump will provide a dilution flow of 139,000 gallons 
per minute. The rate of release from 'the floor drain sample 
tank will be controlled to keep gross beta-gaiima levels in 
the discharge canal well within one one-hundredth of present 
federal limits. The maximum possible release rate from the 
floor drain sample tank is 50 gallons per minute. With a.  
dilution flow of 139,0OG gallons per minute, the gross beta
gamma levels in the discharge canal would be about two-tenths 
of one percent (0.2%) of present federal limits. We actually 
would plan. to release from the floor drain sample tank at a 
"rate of about 30 gallons per minute, which means that gross 
radioactivity levels in the discharge canal would be less 
than two-tenths of one percent of present federal .limits.  

5 What else can be done with this water to eliminate or 
reduce the volume at the present time? . Will the problem 
.continde? Answer: Since there are no additional storage 
facilities at the plant-at the present time not reserved 
for freeboard, there are only two other possibilities. One 
-is to bring on the site temporary storage such as tank trucks.  

:As you know, use of such tank trucks would violate existing 
-PCA regulations, assuming you consider such low level wastes 
as "pollutants." *The other possibility is off-site shipment 
and disposal by'a licensed waste contractor. Solidification 
facilities were not designed to accommodate this additional 
burden.,, 

However,'all of these methods raise the more basic question 
of how such low level wastes should be handled in the future.  

1It is important to understand that the plant was designed and 
licensed to dispose of high activity wastes by solidification 
and low activity wastes by dilution release under controlled 
and regulated specification. When the reclaimed volumle of 
water exceeds the requirements for.reuse, there is no means 
within the system to handle the water other than by release.  

The probleni will be'an ongoing one for the life of the 
plant. Clothing will' continue to be washed, the laboratories 
'will continue to make analyses, piped gland seal leakage from 
many pumps and joints will continue. While the plant is 
exceptionally tight in this respect, and all this water is 
carefully collected and treated in systems designed for 'this 
purpose, contamination from oils, grease, chemicals, etc, is

A, :11...' l 
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inevitable. This low activity water (this must be enphasized) 
is extensively treated to reclaimn as much as possible. How
ever, not all this water can be reclaimed for reuse and the 
basic problem will continue. Even constructing additional 
storage will not solve the problem of waste water which can
not be reused.  

Even for the reusablewater, measures now being utilized 
are temporary,. stop-gap efforts which do not solve the more 
fundamental policy question of what disposal method is appro
priate.' Even using.fuel pool water is a temporary solution 
which happens to solve the problem at this point in plant life.  
Once spent fuel has been stored in the pool (next spring some 
time) that reservoir can no longer 'be used as a source of super 
low activity water. Thus both the present situation and in
evitable -future conditions- require that some fundamental policy 
guidelines be' developed.  

We will continue for the time-being to supply information of the. nature de
scribed in Mr Larkin's.letter of De'cember 14. The fundamental problem we 
face is that there.are no practicable workable guidelines with the MPCA 
on which anyone can rely.  

In aletter dated April 2 to Dr. Howard Andersen, Robert H Engels, pres dent 
of NSP, stated that: 

Based on' the best advice and analysis that could be secured 
we are willing to assert that the plant will meet the' 

gross beta-gamma limits for all liquid releases now set out 
in the Minnesota permit." 

Mr. Engels also reaffirmed NSP's'commitment to meet the goals and objectives 
of the MPCA when the Monticello permit was formulated.  

In a letter dated April 3, you asked for anplification of our understanding 
of the plant's ability to meet specific isotopic limits contained in the 
MPCA permit. I responded in a letter dated April 5, 1971. My statement 
that the specific limits would be met on each of the isotopes in liquid 
discharges, except for tritium,. was based on our sincere hope and best 
knowledge at that time. It was an attempt to predict in precise detail 'the future operating conditions of a very complex system. It must be remembered 

'that the plant was still in the start-up and testing stages and had not yet 
gone into commercial operation.

' Our experience since the Monticello plant went into conmercia operation 
June 30, 1971, has shown that it will be impossible for us to meet the 
specific limits on every isotope in our future liquid releases. For example,
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comparison f the limit for cesium-137 in federal regulations and the proposed 
MPCA permit, shows that the PCA limit is 100 million times more restrictive 
thari the limit under present federal regulations. The pending discharge wi ll 
not meet that more restrictive l imit.. I presume additional deviations will 
:occur in the future for other isotopes. I have attached a table comparing 
the proposed MPCA isotopic concentrations with those in present fedbral 

- 'regulations.  

The proposed MPCA permit for Monticello says in Special Condition 15 

'I t is "emphasized' that public and environmental radiation protection 
'practice is based upon a concept of very long term protection, rather 
than only immediate or momentary protection. The generally accepted 
I.C.R.P. limits are designed to restrict radiation exposure, on a 
continuous basis and over a lifetime, to: levels that will not produce detectable or significant somatic or genetic harm. The annual 

.average release rate limits contained in this Permit also refer to 
continuous lifetime:radiation exposure, rather than to momentary 
levels, and are considerably nfire stringent than could be permitted..  
according to the I.R.C.P. recommendations. Hence, the slight 
transitory (E.G., daily) variations around these limits that are to 
be normally expected should not result in overexposure to radiation 
of any member of the public, and should therefore not be viewqd as 
cause for great alarm or for hasty and unreasoned action." 

It Is our intent to keep releases from the Monticello Plant at the lowest 
possible levels, and we. will not exceed one one-hundredth of levels allowed 
under present federal regulations. I reiterate that we will attempt to. abide 
by the spirit of the MPCA guidelines for the plant but that there will be 
deviations from those guidelines. We have taken a number of positive steps 
to reach accord with your Agency, and we hope to continue in a spirit of 
cooperation. .  

Thefuel pool water willI be transferred to the sample tank. I understand 
.1' that a MHD staff member picked up a sample of the fuel pool water at 3:00 on Friday afternoon. Once the transfer is completed, your staff and MHD 
staff will be notified of the availability of a sample. I am informed you 
can expect a call sometime Saturday, probably Saturday morning. The release 
is scheduled to begin 11:00 Monday morning. However, in no event will the 
release be sooner than 48 hours from the time you are notified a sample from 
the sample tank is available to you., This is in accord with our previous
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discussions on procedure. Should the time of 
,later than 11:00 Monday, you and the M[D ill 

'j ... .'.notice of any such delay.  

Very truly yours 

Roland W Comstock 
Drector - Environmental Affairs 

cc Dr Howard A Ande'rsen 
D r Warren R Lawson 
Mr Robert F Sprafka 

Mr Clayton A Sorenson
Dr Peter Morris

~MPANY: 

discharge 'for-any reason occur.,-,I',-,,, 
be given at least. two hours 

3 . , 
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